The Investigation taken place on the 2005 London Bombings.
The planning of the attack was highly investigated by the government saying that the attack was “Deceptively simple”. The four bombers were very careful not to arouse suspicion and their methods seemed to work. Overseas trips, rent, hired cars and bomb making equipment were costly of around 8,000 pounds. It was thought that their own money financed the bombers. Khan had a bank loan of 10,000 pounds providing most of the money. The group were always kept in contact but limited the use of mobile phones and used hired cars associated with the planning. 28th of June, three of the bombers; Tanweer, Khan and Lindsey, carried out a practise run before the event. CCTV showed them buying tickets before boarding a train to King’s Cross. Police had checked over 6,000 hours of CCTV, 12,500 statements, and 26,000 items plus the 5,000 that were frantically examined. It was also unclear that Al-Qaeda was involved in the London attacks.

How was the 2005 London Bombings viewed to the rest of the world?
Security of London came on high alert. COBRA (Cabinet Office Briefing Room A) was activated within minutes of the reports of explosions. The London underground was closed from the attacks and did not open again until the following day. All other network rail stations closed in the morning, as well as the entire London buses network became suspended too. Within hours of the explosions, there were several websites found including You Will Fail explaining/celebrating Mayor of London Ken Livingstone’s defiant words (Wikipedia 2015). Soon after, the site was receiving supporting messages for all over the world. July 17, over 1,000 people joined a peace vigil in Russell Square. Prime Minister, John Howard, expressed his horror and disgust at this cowardly attack on innocent people (Wikipedia, 2015). “It’s important that we stand shoulder to shoulder with our British allies at a time such as this” and that “these types of attacks will not alter the determination of free countries to do the right thing”.

Conclusion.
Finally, 2005 London Bombings has had a big impact on the world and was an act only to cause terror to civilians. Acts of terror had increased from the 9/11 attacks since the turn of the 21st Century. The four bombers, Tanweer, Khan, Lindsey and Hussain, had planned the attack months before; they had even done a ‘practise run’ a month earlier. Security of London came on high alert on the day. It was only hours after, websites were already found about the bombings such as “You Will Fail”. Australia and many, many other countries supported London on that day.